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The House liberals, who
have talked for so long about
bollsthing the House Un-'
American Activities Commit- I
ee, toyed for time this year
with a different strategy—suberting it from within.
The nine-member Committee has three vacancies to fill
this session because of the
death, defeat, and retirement
of three conservative Democrats from the South. The
idea, as hatched by the liberal
hinkers, would be to pack
HUAC with as many Congressmen as possible' who are dedicated to putting It out of business.
The plot foundered, however. None of the liberals, it
seems, wanted to serve as the
infiltrators.
Rep.
James
O'Hara, president of the Democratic Study Group, called
for volunteers from 'the organization of House liberals on
several occasions. "They did
not exactly storm the podium,"
said one DSG members.
'A Lonely Business'
"None of us is very interested in going on," said Rep.
Don Edwards (D-Calif.), one of
HIJAC's most vocal critics. "It
would be a lonely business, ,
day after day of fighting with
the staff people and the rest
of the Committee. It would
take an awful toll."
HUAC, nevertheless, will
undergo some changes this
session that may restore some
of its old prominence as a subject of contention between the
left and the right. For one
thing, it has a new chairman,
Rep, Richard H. Ichord of
Houston, Mo., a bright, clerkly
handsome man who has plans
to change HUAC's name and
perhaps make it a less vulnerable target for civil libertarians.
The Democratic leadership
must also find three new
members for the Committee
this week and, if the seats are
not filled with Southern conservatives as usual, that could

alter HUAC's tone.
Finally, the only liberal
voice on the Committee and
Its persistent dissenter over
the last two years hopes to get
off HUAC and move to another committee assignment.
He is Rep. John C. Culver, a
third-term Congressman from
Marion, Iowa, who wrote one-'
man minority reports on vir-I
Wally everything that HUAC
did during the 90th Congress.'
Culver, a 36-year-old lawyer!
with the beefy proportions oft
a truck driver, has some ideas,
of his own about changing.
HUAC and the way it operates.

HUAC

Clash Expected

The two viewpoints, Ichord's
and Culver's, are expected to;
clash Tuesday morning when
the House Rules Committee
takes up Ichord's resolution to
recast HUAC as the "House
Committee on Internal Security" and to redefine its job of
investigating subversive activity. Culver will appear with
his own set of reform proposals.
In general terms, the issue
is the same one that has always surrounded HUAC. How
I does a legislative committee
of Congress properly-examine
subversion and write laws to
control le without doing violence to the First Amendment,
the protection a/ private
thoughts and unorthodox political views?
In the history of HUAC, this
constitutional question has always been enveloped by the
• political context, In the perennial debates, it has been
' considered a foolhardy gesture
• for most Congressmen to vote
against HUAC's continued existence and risk exposure to
' the "un-American" label ati
home.
Thus, some of his liberal colleagues regard Culver, with'
his east Iowa constituency, as;
an unheralded profile in
courage for taking the HUAC,

assignment and sneaking up'
for civil liberties. Culver him- 1
self takes a less melodramatic
view.
Leadership Request'
"I s asked to go on at the re, quest of the leadership and I
. did," he said. "For two years, I
did my best to discharge my
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New Left and especially the certainly are not going to di- small group of "would-be revoContinuing to serve on Students for a Democratic so- minish the powers of the Com- lutionaries," Ichord said.
HUAC when he disagrees with ciety as the Committee's first mittee. If anything, it will "It's been pretty well nipped
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